infinityset at work

Nimble XR and Tesseract Esports
XR Set Extensions and AR Graphics for IQOO BGIS 2021
The Esports event IQOO BGIS 2021 took advantage of the vast
experience and graphics expertise of Nimble XR and Tesseract
Esports, with the creation of XR set extension and AR graphics for
the live event, inspired by game visuals .
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“Our aim is to
enhance the esports
gaming experience by
combining a plethora
of technologies
which allows us to
innovate and create
an enriched &
engaging experience
for the audience. The
key aspect about this
set, which I admire, is
its scalability and the
experience it offers
while in live
broadcast. It makes
you feel like you are
walking through in a
game environment.”
Veer
Production Director,
Nimble XR
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